
"TiBag" an Entrepreneur's Solution for Mobile
Professionals with Laptops and Tablets

TiBag's unique built in sleeve.

Entrepreneur creates shoulder bag for
laptops and tablets, when he couldn't find
a product to meet his needs.

SAN DIEGO, CA, USA, October 25,
2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Whenever
Creative Director Sebastian Sindermann
would visit his clients he encountered a
problem – he needed too many separate
carrying cases for his laptop, tablet, and
other things. “Why is there not one
simple solution to carry everything?”
Sebastian recalls. What was on the
market was either too small or too big
and almost nothing was designed with
laptops and tablets in mind. Not to
mention, quite a few of them were really
expensive and he didn't want to spend a
whole lot.

His dilemma brought out the
entrepreneur in him and he said, “screw
it, I'm making my own.”

The result is TiBag (pronounced Tie-Bag). A unique shoulder bag designed with the mobile
professional in mind. Emphasizing compact size, protection, comfort, and also style.

Showing off his new bag to friends, family, and co-workers he received lots of compliments and
requests to purchase the bag. That’s when he enlisted his wife Jen and father Dierk, to bring TiBag to
market as a family venture.

TiBag is light and compact, measuring approximately 11 inches wide, 15 inches tall, and 5 inches
deep and weighing in at under 1 pound. TiBag protects the users’ gear with heavy duty polyester
fabric and a 1/4 inch, sewn in foam padding system. What really makes TiBag unique is the built in
sleeve and how the rest of the bag, as well as the contents help to protect the users’ laptop and
tablet. There is lots of storage space with the built in sleeve, 5 pockets of various sizes, and 3 pen
holders.
TiBag is for sale at http://www.TiBag.co for $48.95 (with a 30-day money back guarantee).

Sebastian Sindermann is also the owner and creative director of SBMH.online. A company dedicated
to providing Branding, Marketing, and Hosting (web presence) solutions to its clients. Born in
Germany, he immigrated to the United States with his family at the age of seven, grew up in Los
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Angeles, and now resides in San Diego,
California.

What really makes TiBag
unique is the built in sleeve
and how the rest of the bag,
as well as the contents help
to protect the users’ laptop
and tablet.
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